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With approximately 54,000 miles of streams and rivers, Kentucky has more miles of running water

than any state except Alaska. Wet your paddling blade and whet your paddling appetite with the

authority on paddling the waterways of Kentucky--A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to Kentucky.

Researched and written by veteran outdoor writers and paddlers Bob Sehlinger and Johnny Molloy,

A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to Kentucky is as vital to enjoying Kentucky's waterways as the boat

itself. From the coal fields of Eastern Kentucky to Kentucky's western border along the Mighty

Mississippi, this redesigned and completely updated guide to paddling the creeks, rivers, and

coastal waterways of the Bluegrass State covers thousands of miles of paddling that range in

difficulty from scenic floats down the Cumberland to whitewater runs of the Russell Fork. New maps,

new river profiles, completely updated contact information, at-a-glance data that includes class,

length, time, gauge, level, gradient, volume, and ratings for solitude and scenery make this guide an

indispensable river companion.
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...classic resource...packed with updated maps...descriptions of each of the 77 waterways outlined

in the book...invaluable. -- The Courier-Journal, July 8, 2004...great book...extensive

revision...reference guide that outdoor enthusiasts should own if they travel in search of backwoods

adventure. -- Lexington Herald-Leader, July 18, 2004



Wet your paddle and whet your paddling appetite with the authority on paddling the waterways of

Kentucky - A Canoeing & Kayaking Guide to Kentucky. From the coalfields of eastern Kentucky to

Kentucky's western border along the Mighty Mississippi, this redesigned and completely updated

guide to paddling the creeks, rivers, and coastal waterways of the Bluegrass State covers

thousands of miles of paddling, which ranges in difficulty from scenic floats down the Green to

whitewater runs on the Russell Fork.New maps, new river profiles, new at-a-glance data box on

river description, shuttle, and gauge and updated contact information make A Canoeing & Kayaking

Guide to Kentucky an indispensable aid to enjoying Kentucky's waterways.

Great info on all the streams and rivers in Ky. A lot of knowledge has been put into this book from

put in take out points, mileage on water and proper water flows and weather it's from beginner to

advanced kayaker

Love it!

probably my mistake, I was looking for lakes to paddle etc, this is almost exclusively river paddling.

still quite informative but not all inclusive.still lots of info and well done.

Lots of pages missing. Had to return mine

Pages 137 through 184 were missing from this book! I did not realize it until I went to look for a

particular page and it was not there! I've written in the book and cannot return it. I liked until then.

I'm unhappy with it now!

Great resource

A must have for the state of KY. The definitive guide to our state. Use is probably 30 times a year.

Shows all put-ins and take-out as well as what the water levels should be as well as what you will

encounter along the way. Buy it.

I found the book to be very informative.Well, the chapters that were included anyways. Seems my

book is MISSING pages 137-184!!! 2 WHOLE CHAPTERS!! (see pictures) the pages were not



ripped from the book, they simply were not included in the printing of the book. I wouldn't be

surprised if EVERY book was missing these pages.On the positive side,I like how every creek and

river is mentioned in this book (again, from the ones I was able to have included in my copy) I like

the GPS coordinates of the launch points, although I feel that they just looked at a map and

anywhere there was a bridge crossing the river, they called it an access point. Which is ok, but I can

look at a map and see that. I agree with another reviewer though, the book needs to have a mini

map of ky showing the location of the river being discussed included with the zoomed in map you

are looking at. Very hard to tell where the river is in the state unless you know every county and little

town in the entire state.Overall VERY DISSAPOINTED in the printing of this book. I hope  sees this

and makes it right. I am really interested in reading about the 15 RIVERS that were left out of my

book!!!!If this is the case with all of them, DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK!!UPDATE: I spoke with , they

have sent a new book with ALL of the chapters. Had me send the old book back to them. (Their

cost) updating stars from 2.
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